
3 спальная комната вилла продается в Cuevas del Almanzora, Almería

Stunning Detached 3 and 4 bed Villas in beautiful private gardens with amazing views, private parking and option of
private pool,though a wonderful communal pool is just outside the garden gates, just 10 mins from some of the best
Almeria beach resorts within the wonderful Destert Springs Golf- Cricket community.

Please watch the accompanying walk around video which shows this property, the community and some further
available property options.

Not nding the style, spec and quality of property in the popular Almeria inland locations. Perhaps not enough life,
amenities on the door step or to far away from the coast the this Oasis of a community offers a fantastic alternative.

This is a “Buenaventura”, 111M2 three bedroom Pueblo Villa providing stunning views across the championship
Indiana golf course and mountains beyond. Located in front of the large community pool, at the end of a small cul de
sac, It is in an ideal position in the community to enjoy the facilities on your doorstep yet with an abundance of private
gardens and terraces.

Many of the images are of number 17 the show home priced at 365.000 Euros which can be opurchaed and is sold
fully furnishes-equipped - but there further 3 bed options available from 350,000 Euros.

This property is a real surprise. On the face of being a traditional “casas del campo” Villa but with the highest
specification interior and so many extras added inside and out.

On site community pool / Jacuzzi, this private villa has a low maintenance 380m2 garden, room for a private swimming
pool, is bright and tastefully decorated. The kitchen o ers the wow factor with a bespoke set up never seen before in
Desert Springs with attention to every detail to make this a stand out property. The designers put their own stamp on
the property during construction to create what is without doubt a stunning property with custom furniture and high
quality ttings that need to be seen to be appreciated. The tiling throughout is subtle almost with a cloud like design
with hints of marble veining which is an example of the sheer quality this property o ers and is unique to previous
options for sale.

Built in an intimate and secure enclave, the villa shares beautiful individually landscaped communal gardens and
swimming pools, with all the cost bene ts implied. The villa is based on the precise shapes of the ‘casas del campo’ of
The Almanzora Valley, with the exterior re ecting the heritage of tradition with large terraces and pergolas, whilst the
interior offers a stylish contemporary home with modern appeal.

Features include the main bedroom, located on the rst oor, leading out to a large open terrace, fully landscaped
garden, ample terracing for alfresco dining. Allocated underground parking. High quality tiles from Porcelanosa
throughout. Air conditioning, double glazing, high quality tted kitchen, white goods and bedroom wardrobes, and

  Посмотреть видео тур   3 спальни   2 ванные комнаты
  111m² Размер сборки   380m² Размер участка   Частный бассейн

365.000€

 Недвижимость продается Calida Homes Property Consultancy
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